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Accessories

Specifications subject to change, see inside back cover.For technical assistance, price or delivery info. call 1-800-523-0727 or visit www.pei-genesis.com

A174 Electroless Nickel A B C

Size With Hardware W/O Hardware *Hardware Kits Max. +/-.005 (0.13) Max.
9 MDM98479-86 MDM98479-18 .785 (19.94) .565 (14.35) .308 (7.82)
15 MDM98479-87 MDM98479-19 .935 (23.75) .715 (18.16) .308 (7.82)
21 MDM98479-88 MDM98479-20 1.085 (27.56) .865 (21.97) .308 (7.82)
25 MDM98479-89 MDM98479-21 320-9505-014** 1.185 (30.10) .965 (24.51) .308 (7.82)
31 MDM98479-90 MDM98479-14 1.335 (33.91) 1.115 (28.32) .308 (7.82)
37 MDM98479-91 MDM98479-15 1.485 (37.72) 1.265 (32.13) .308 (7.82)
51 MDM98479-92 MDM98479-16 1.435 (36.45) 1.215 (30.86) .351 (8.91)
100 MDM98479-93 MDM98479-17 320-9508-014*** 2.170 (55.12) 1.800 (45.72) .394 (10.01)

* Kit contains 2 bushings-jackpost/jackscrew and 2 E rings.

** Size 9-51-#2-56 UNC2B Thread

*** Size 100-#4-40 UNC2B Thread

Connector Saver

Save wear and tear on your equipment and system connectors by using the “Connector Saver.”

The multi-matings and unmatings experienced by most connectors during testing and final check out can be eliminated.

Simply mate the “Connector Saver” to your unit and use the opposite side for your testing interface... less wear, less
tear, less chance of damage. It is available in all eight standard MDM layouts. Mating hardware is available and can
be ordered either separately or included with the "Connector Saver."

Typical MDM style connections have a minimum mating cycle life of 500 matings. By using up to 500 "Connector
Savers," equipment mating life can be extended 500 times. 500 mates x 500 "Connector Savers" = 250,000 matings
before you would need to replace/repair the original connector on the piece of equipment.

MDM Size 9 Shown

Dimensions are shown in Inches (mm) unless otherwise indicated.
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